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Abstract – To achieve the goals of creating more competent use of IT assets, sinking power depletion, and reducing 
operational overheads, many companies are spinning to server consolidation and virtualization efforts-
accomplishments that upturn server CPU consumption and cut the amount of isolated servers in IT infrastructure. 
This paper explains about the efficient contribution of SSD to reducing power costs in IT infrastructure with 
replacement of current HDDs. Power consumption is calculated based on the number of requests per second to 
storage area for read and writes access. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Presently there is an increasing awareness in the 
storage business for the usage of Solid State Drive 
[SSD] drives using NAND flash semiconductor 
memory expertise. Flash drives use moving gate 
machinery that permits for recollecting data while 
power is detached and rejects the need for magnetic 
storage and moving heads. Any time machine-driven 
apparatuses are involved; a bigger chance for failure 
happens due to physical apparel. SSDs are also fast, 
lightweight, and additional power-efficient than old-
fashioned magnetic HDDs. 

a) Types of SSD 
There are two types of SSD. 1) Single Level Cell 

[SLC] 2) Multi Level Cell. 
1) Single-level cell (SLC) SSDs 
SLC flash memory stocks data in 

arrangements of floating-gate transistors, 1 bit of data 
to each cell. This solo bit per cell approach outcomes in 
quicker transmission speeds, higher consistency, and 
lesser power consumption than that delivered by HDDs. 

Value  : 0 State: Full 
Value : 1 State: Erased 
2) Multi-Level Cell (MLC) 
The simple difference between SLC and MLC 

technologies is storage solidity. In assessment with SLC 
flash, which permits only two states of affairs to be 
stored in a cell, thus storing only one bit of data per 
cell, MLC flash is accomplished of keeping up to four 

states of affairs per cell, resilient two bits of data stored 
per cell. 

Value  : 00 State: Full 
Value : 01 State: Partially Programmed 
Value : 10 State: Partially Erased 
Value : 11 State: Erased 
3) Differences between SLC and MLC 

Bits density and capacity of SLC is lower than 
MLC. And SLC has lower complexity of Data integrity 
management compare than MLC. Cost per bit, Write 
endurance and reliability of SLC is higher compare than 
MLC. Write and programming erase is fastest in SLC 
compare than MLC. 

MLC flash memory can be further delineated into 
two categories: 

a) Consumer-grade MLC (cMLC) 
Used in consumer (single user) devices such as 

USB storage devices, memory cards, mobile phones, 
and so on. 

b) Enterprise-grade MLC (eMLC): 
It is designed specifically for used in commercial 

(multiple-user) enterprise environments. 
cMLC and eMLC both have the benefits of 

sophisticated data compactness and the resulting lower 
cost-per-bit ratio. For concrete reasons, this is where the 
comparisons end. The high compactness storage model 
engaged by both technologies outcomes in lesser write 
strength ratios. And upper rates of cell deprivation than 
SLC, greatly sinking the period of the device. For 
cMLC devices, this does not posture any issues, as the 
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lifetime probabilities are measured acceptable for 
consumer-grade devices. This makes cMLC ideal for 
lower-cost, consumer-targeted devices, where cost and 
marketplace factors compensate concert and durability. 
eMLC provides extensive durability through edge of 
apparatuses and improving certain constraints in the 
firmware. In accumulation, eMLC SSDs employ over-
provisioning data storage capability and wear-leveling 
procedures that evenly allocate data when the drives are 
not being comprehensively consumed. These results in 
a six-fold growth in write cycles and concentrated 
concerns about cell deprivation. While it does not yet 
equal the concert and strength SLC, it still outdoes 
lifetime prospect necessities for enterprise solicitations. 

eMLC giving better performance comparing 
read/write speed of SLC, cMLC and eMLC is. 
Read/Write speed of SLC per second with 4 block data 
is 4000/1600, cMLC is 20,000/3000 and eMLC is 
30,000/20,000. Durability and Data stability of cMLC 
is lesser than SLC and eMLC. Also projected life of 
cMLC is only one year and other 2 has 5 years. High 
density and los cost per bit of SLC is lesser than other 2 
MLCs. Again all the SSD are not same. The SSD from 
various companies has different characteristics. For 
example HP [Hewlett Packard] has 3 types of SSD and 
all those have different characteristics. The three types 
are a) Enterprise Value b) Enterprise mainstream c) 
Enterprise Performance. Characteristics of the three 
SSD as follows  

 
Table 1: Characteristics of HP SSDs 

 
Enterprise 

Value 
Enterprise 

mainstream 
Enterprise 

performance 

NAND 
Technology 

MLC MLC SLC dual port 

Sequential  
Writes 
[64KiB] 

100 MiB/s 225MB/s 300+ MB/s 

Random 
Writes 
[4 KiB] 

300 IOPS 10000 IOPS 15000 IOPS 

Sequential  
Reads [64KiB] 

200 MiB/s 230 MB/s 400 MB/s 

Random 
Reads 

[4 KiB] 

30000 
IOPS 

30000 + 
IOPS 

40000 IOPS 

 
Enterprise value SSDs delivers moderately big 

storage volumes at low prices, but they does not have 
the survival of the mainstream or performance SSDs. 
Enterprise mainstream SSDs have lesser volumes but 
superior survival than value SSDs. Enterprise 
performance SSDs from HP have comparable 
capabilities to mainstream SSDs but have even bigger 
durability. Also HP ProLiant SSDs ensure power loss 
protection. It confirms that if the drive drops power 

(counting hot plug amputation), it can be prepared in a 
tiny time. Power loss shield also confirms that user data 
in write cache writes to the drive. HP SSDs can tolerate 
power harm without demanding the long-lasting 
metadata restructure process essential for SSDs without 
power-loss shield. 
A. Data reliability 

SLC and eMLC solid-state drives consume a 
number of performances to confirm data immovability 
and maintenance: 

a) Wear-leveling procedures that equally allocate 
data from corner to corner the drive. 

b) Garbage collection that practices a procedure 
to handpicked the blocks in the memory to 
wipe out and rewrite. 

c) For correctable inaccuracies, the drives use an 
ECC method (twenty-four 9-bit symbols using 
Reed Solomon). 

d) For uncorrectable inaccuracies, the drives use 
the Redundant Array of Independent Silicon 
Elements (RAISE) method, which permits the 
controller to restructure data that was placed 
on a miscarried flash page or block someplace 
else on the drive. 

e) For undetectable inaccuracies, there is data 
path security (CRC-32 bit). 

II. DEFINITIONS OF PERFORMANCE 

MEASUREMENTS 
There are many ways to measure the concert of a 

storage device. Key limitations used in this paper are 
defined here for reference. 
Access Time 

It is the period which a program or devices 
spend to locate the information and make it ready to 
feed into processing. It is measured in milliseconds 
(ms). 
Sequential Transfer Rate 

An amount of data can read or write to the 
contiguous sectors of the storage in one second by the 
device. It is measured in megabytes per second (MB/s). 
Random Transfer Rate 
 An amount of data can read or write to the 
non-contiguous sectors of the storage in one second by 
the device. It is measured in megabytes per second 
(MB/s). 
Sequential IOPS 

Number of Input / Output operations can 
complete on the contiguous sectors of the storage media 
in one second. It is measured as read or writes 
inputs/outputs per second. 
Random IOPS 
 Number of Input / Output operations can 
complete on the non-contiguous sectors of the storage 
media in one second. It is measured as read or writes 
inputs/outputs per second. 
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A. IO Performance in SSD  
SSD can progress IOPS (input/output per second) 

more than 10 times quicker than the fastest SAS disk 
drive which has 15000 rotations per minute accessible 
for transactional data capabilities. It structures an 
arbitrary read speed of 25K and an arbitrary write speed 
of 6K.It can progress as much as 100 times the quantity 
of IOPS per watt as a 15000 rotations per minute 2.5-
inch SAS HDD in solicitations where higher concert 
and lower power intake are both required.  SSD drives 
reads data consecutively at 230MB per second and 
writes consecutively up at 180MB per second. Also, 
SSD pulls a lesser amount of power from the wall than 
standard HHDs. SSD consumptions is only 1.9 watts of 
power in fully utilization mode and 0.6 watts in slow-
moving mode, reducing power and hotness loads. A 
classic 15K HDD eats from 8 to 15 watts in full of life 
mode and 1 to 2 watts in slow-moving mode. 
B. Enactment versus Capability  
 The prime influence that shakes SSD 
enactment is the percentage of writes versus reads for 
client solicitations. SSD Write enactment can be 10x 
leisurelier than Read enactment. Write enactment be 
subject to on how frequently time is disbursed 
removing a chunk of flash memory earlier to writing 
the binding data. The new SSD will progress write 
requirements without demanding to remove any 
chunks, so it will be faster without any erase steps 
involved. On one occasion an SSD consumes in use for 
certain period of time, all the chunks may have been 
cast-off and the binding data is spread all over the 
chunks. To progression a different write data demand in 
this circumstance, the SSD required to permit up a 
chunk. It prepares so by collecting the chunk’s data, 
removing that block, introducing the different data and 
writing the whole data into the recently removed chunk. 
To moderate this erase-before-write consequence, 
completed provisioning is secondhand by the 
manufacturer to deliver pre-erased chunks.  

In excess of provisioning permits for the straight 
writing of data into the over provisioned or “hidden” 
chunks of planetary in the forefront procedures. In 
background, a onslaught repetitive of touching the data 
commencing the “hidden” area into the user area 
happens. This onslaught procedure of liberation up and 
removing chunks occurs in the background and is 
accomplished to confirm that supreme writes to the 
drive do not need the leisurelier remove stage 
proceeding to writing to the subdivision. Consuming 
more “hidden” capability in “free” chunks obtainable to 
the SSD allows for significantly sophisticated write 
enactment. 
C. Square Deletion  

NAND memory is organized in squares for faster 
access and deletion. Squares can change in size but are 
greater than OS pages and standard HDD 512 byte 

areas. For any glimmer unit to be customized 
(composed), the cell should first be eradicated. Streak 
memory can just be eradicated a piece during that 
timeframe. Deletion comprises of setting all bits in the 
square to 1. Once deleted any cycle might be modified, 
but once the spot is situated to zero it can just be deleted 
by setting the whole piece to 1.  
D. Junk Accumulation and TRIM  

Information is normally composed to SSDs in pages 
but should be deleted in heftier units called squares. 
Trash accumulation in an SSD is the demonstration of 
moving and consolidating the valid pages into brand 
new pieces with the goal that incompletely filled 
squares might be deleted and made good to go for 
revamped information. By its inclination refuse 
gathering needs a read and compose of information. 
TRIM is a summon backed in OS Windows7 and in 
select outlet's apparatuses that will can tell SSDs that 
everything pages within a square are no longer in 
utilization and might be eradicated. TRIM gives the 
segment and page informative content to the SSD and 
diminishes the waste gathering and most critically 
decreases the number of composes needed.  
E. Memory Wear  
 Streak memory has a limited number of 
systems-eradicate cycles or P/E cycles. A SSDs 
firmware and fittings is outlined to alterably remap 
squares with a specific end goal, which is to spread 
compose operations out, drawing out the existence of 
the unit. This strategy is called wear leveling.  
F. Peruse exasperate  

In the event that a NAND memory unit is perused 
over and over again countless many times without an 
edit of surrounding units it is conceivable to update the 
worth of the surrounding cells. Controllers track sum 
peruses crosswise over the NAND apparatus and adjust 
the surrounding cells to relieve peruse aggravate slips.  
G. Overprovisioning  

SSD producers hold a certain measure of NAND 
memory, keeping it covered up from the OS with the 
goal that it has space to for a time save information in 
the midst of refuse accumulation and wear leveling 
exercises. This permits even sensibly full SSD drives to 
look after a sensible appearance level and in drill has 
the profit of upgrading reliability and developing the 
usable essence of the SSD.  

The measure of over provisioning fluctuates by 
gadget. Mainstream/client units are in the reach of 7% 
to 10% while gadgets centered on the enterprise/server 
business sectors are more excellent than 20%.  
H. Compose Perseverance  
 Streak apparatuses uphold a restricted number 
of composes and will at the end of the day miss the 
mark if the unit encounters an excessive amount of 
composes. Wear leveling functional processes 
encourage expanding the existence of a glimmer 
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apparatus by spreading composes uniformly crosswise 
over the apparatus. One inconvenience as NAND 
geometries psychologist is that fewer electrons for each 
unit are ready to reliably control the NAND unit state, 
which advances to diminished crude compose 
continuance at the NAND cell level. This needs more 
progressed administration and Lapse Redressing Codes 
to balance the expanded touch slip rates. To re-order 
matters, makers will normally quote compose 
perseverance in Terabytes Composed (TBW) dependent 
upon the underlying innovation of the NAND gadget 
considering the wear leveling, ECC, and administration 
ordered system dependent upon regular access plans. 
III. COMPOSE INTENSIFICATION  

This is the degree of keeps in touch with the 
NAND gadget isolated by the aggregate number of 
composes needed to the NAND exhibit. This proportion 
gives a metric for quantifying the overhead of the 
administration functional processes specified 
previously. The workload incorporating the information 
access design and inhabitance rate of information on the 
drive will influence the compose intensification. 
IV. SSDS AND INFORMATION MAINTENANCE  

Data maintenance is the fitness of a space unit to 
hold information following you evacuate it from aid. 
SSD information maintenance aspects are special from 
the aforementioned of universal plate drives. Several 
elements control a SSD's information maintenance:  

 The ratio of the SSD is remaining persistence 
(lifespan) when you uproot it from aid.  
 

 The SSD's working temperature when it was in 
utility  

 The temperature you store the SSD at 
following uprooting it from utility.  

The information maintenance period of a SSD is as 
a matter of fact more terrific when you work the SSD at 
higher managing temperatures while it is in aid and 
archive it at more level temperatures once you uproot it 
from utility. As an illustration, a SSD managed at 50°C 
and saved at 30°C might as well hold its information 
for 28 weeks assuming that you evacuate it from utility 
at the closure of its evaluated perseverance.  
 The imperative thing to recollect is that a SSD 
has a confined information maintenance window once 
you uproot it from aid. This is special from circle 
drives, which normally hold information for a 
considerable length of time. In the event that a SSD has 
utilized the sum total of its appraised continuance, the 
just genuinely sheltered surmise that you ought to cause 
when to be removing it from utility is that it should not 
hold its information for any huge period.  

V. COMPREHENDING SSD APPEARANCE 

ATTRIBUTES  
Because Strong State Drives are good with the SAS 

and SATA interfaces, you would be able to measure 

their read and compose display utilizing the same 
instruments measuring circle drive exhibition. However 
their underlying space innovation is special from that of 
plate drives. Accordingly, their appearance aspects are 
additionally notably better. With SSDs, we should re-
inspect our presumptions about space exhibition and 
grasp how SSD exhibition updates in offbeat dominions 
and under special workloads.  
VI. MEASURING SSD EXHIBITION  

SSDs are skilled for the purpose of transporting 
remarkable appearance, absolutely for erratic I/Os for 
every second (IOPS). You are able to measure SSD 
appearance by utilizing IO meter or different 
instruments to contrast it and that of a circle drive. Yet 
you’ll reveal that a SSD's display can change 
essentially every time you run the same test unless you 
utilize the correct strategy. We would be able to ascribe 
the aforementioned contrasts to the differing overhead 
of the grounding administration jobs connected with the 
NAND memory structural planning.  
VII. SSD NAND CONGLOMERATION AND 

APPEARANCE  
In expansion to satisfying read/write asks for, a SSD 

controller is executing base level jobs to maintain the 
NAND memory. They incorporate NAND square 
administration to support a pool of unhindered squares, 
and information re-mapping assignments connected 
with wear-leveling. The level of grounding action can 
differ altogether, receivable to some degree to the group 
of the NAND information and the sort of read/write 
action going ahead. The adapting level of underlying 
level movement sways SSD exhibition. 
VIII. SSD IS COSTLIER? 

There are many blogs and articles about the 
price comparison of SSD with HDD and explaining the 
cost of SSD is much greater than HDD. Really it is not 
costlier compare than HDD based on performance. 
When calculating the better value for money based on 
the performance it is equal. The below table will 
explain about the value of money. 
 

Table 2: Better performance equals to money. 

 
15K SAS 

HDD 

SAS 
SLC 
SDD 

SAS MLC 
SDD 

No. of Drives 25 4 4 

Size in GB 146 400 400 

RAID RAID - 5 RAID - 5 RAID - 5 

IOPS 2600 16300 16100 

Watts of Power 225 36 36 

Cost per IOPS $5.72  $2.97  $1.54  
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IX. INFORMATION SECURITY AND DISPOSAL  
There are diverse routines for information assurance 
and end in blaze strong state drives (SSDs), relying on 
the security level needed within every provision. 
Security methods might be isolated into a couple 
classes:  

 Data insurance  
 Data disposal  
 Media obliteration  
Methods of information insurance incorporate 

compose assurance, watchword assurance and 
encryption. Encryption is not a system utilized today 
within military provisions, because of situations 
identified with crux administration. Secret key security 
might be utilized within synthesis with a biometric key 
to enable a security plan that is dependent upon “what 
you have, what you know, who you are”. Data disposal 
is took care of by Clear and Clean methods. Which 
routine ought to be actualized relies on the security 
grouping level of the group in which the requisition 
dwells. Commonly, if the unit will stay within the same 
security grouping, a Clear technique will suffice. 
Assuming that it is moved to a higher security 
characterization level, the unit ought to be truly de-
ordered, and a clean strategy is wanted. Moving the unit 
to an easier security order could need obliteration of the 
drive. Disinfecting a unyielding state drive is much 
speedier and needs fewer cycles of the same system 
when contrasted with hard circle drives, after SSDs 
encounter far easier levels of information 
changelessness. Finish media annihilation might be an 
answer if a Purify technique is excessively drawn out 
and the information ought to be killed and obliterated in 
a matter of seconds.  

X. SECURITY IN UNYIELDING STATE DRIVES VS. 
HARD PLATE DRIVES  
Implementing security emphasizes that need 

information disposal or media pulverization are far 
additional unpredictable for hard plate drives beyond 
unyielding state drives because of their underlying 
space innovation. For instance, hard plate drives desert 
a much larger “phantom-representation” once 
information is composed to them. This needs additional 
complex and longer information disposal techniques 
beyond could be required for strong state drives. Media 
devastation in hard plate drives can just be 
comprehended by utilizing expansive and massive 
degausses, physically decimating the drive, or utilizing 
chemicals that render the surface of the drive 
unreadable. Strong state drives, additionally, are more 
suitable for media devastation, because of their 
underlying silicon innovation. The requirement for 
complex information end and media demolition 
strategies stems from the level of information 
lastingness of that specific space media. Lastingness is 
the charge deserted in a medium following an outer 

attractive field is evacuated. The humbler the 
information changelessness on the space media, the 
more effortless information disposal systems might be 
actualized. The following areas audit information 
changelessness on hard circle drives and robust state 
drives.  

Data perpetual quality in NAND streak is 
fundamentally brought on by an alleged sizzling-
transporter impact; where electrons move toward 
getting trapped in the entryway oxide layer and can stay 
there as abundance charge. The measure of trapped 
charge might be dead set by measuring the door-
prompted empty leakage current of the phone, or 
indirectly by measuring the edge voltage of the phone. 
The impact is more obvious in new units, and ends up 
being less recognizable following 10 program/erase 
cycles. Erasing the cell will essentially decrease the 
sum of trapped electrons, making it hugely demanding 
to recoup any information from the unit following an 
eradicate cycle.  
A. Information Changelessness in Hard Circle Drives  
When information is composed to an attractive 
medium, the compose head-sets the extremity of most, 
but not the sum total, of the attractive substrate. This is 
halfway because of the failure of the compose head to 
compose in precisely the same area every time, and in 
part because of the changes in media affectability and 
field solidness around gadgets as time marches onward. 
When a “1” is composed to a plate, the media records 
a”1”. When a “0” is composed, the media records a”0”. 
Notwithstanding, the true impact is closer to getting a 
0.95 when a “0” is overwritten with a “1” and a 1.05 
when a “1” is overwritten with a”1”. Deviations of the 
drive head from the initial track may leave noteworthy 
partitions of the past information in the track edge. 
Normal circle hardware is situated up with the goal that 
both the aforementioned qualities are perused as ”1”, 
but utilizing honed apparatuses for example an 
attractive constrain magnifying instrument, it is feasible 
to perused what past “layers” held. To guarantee a 
complete disposal of a “phantom-representation” on an 
attractive plate drive, several strategies might be 
accompanied:  
a) Degaussing the media by applying a backwards 
(coercive) charging constrain so as to decrease the 
association in the middle of past and show information 
to a focus that there is no known method for 
recuperation of past information.  
b) overwriting the media with various times with 
different plans, a one-time delete of the media should 
not suffice, and military principles determine up to four 
clean cycles of eradicate and design-overwrite.   
 Yet, consistent with industry suggestions, a 
design overwrite of up to 35 times is needed to 
altogether clear formerly held information from the 
media. 
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Test case with Microsoft Exchange Email 
The storing necessities for email servers can 

differ depending on the size and number of Emails and 
the type and amount of users. Small email servers may 
want only restricted storage and landscapes, but big 
commercial email servers generally need more storing 
capability and a great level of accessibility, concert, and 
scalability. I/O outlines will differ conditional on the 
amount of users and the extent of emails and their 
supplements. 

The following table explained about the 
Configuration parameters for the test. 
 

Table 3: Configuration Parameters for test 

Config Parameters 15K SAS HDD SATA SSD from intel 

No.Of Drives 32 4 

OS Win 2003 Win 2003 
IOPS 3834.843 10650.201 

Initial db size 52431306752 52433403904 
Final db size 62529224704 71467286528 
db files count 1 1 

Thread count 73 17 
Log Buffers 9000 9000 

db cache min val 32 MB 32 MB 
db cache max val 256 MB 256 MB 
insert operations 40% 40% 

delete operations 30% 30% 
replace operations 5% 5% 

read operations 25% 25% 
Idle 55% 55% 

 
Based on the about configuration parameters 

for the test in Microsoft Exchange server, the database 
utilization results based on the sub disk system 
performance and host system performance is given 
below. 
 
Table 4: Sub Disk System Performance 

Database [D:] HDD SSD 
Avg.DiskSec / Read 0.007 0.001 
Avg.DiskSec / Write 0.006 0.003 
DiskReads/second 2738.09 7458.635 

Disk Writes/second 2375.741 6741.634 
 

The following table contains the host system 
performance. 
 
Table 5: Host system performance with HDD 

Results HDD 
Counter Average Min Val Max Val 

% of Processor Time 4.843 1.852 9.420 

Available MB 9442.064 9188.000 9502.667 

Free System page table entries 22346304.584 22346294.667 22346668.000 

Transition Page repurposed/sec 0.000 0.000 0.000 

Non Paged Bytes 44350520.889 43237376.000 44919466.667 
Paged Bytes 43546350.933 43433984.000 44646400.000 

Database page fault stalls/sec 0.047 0.000 0.889 

 
 
 

Table 6: Host system performance with SSD Power 
Depletion 

Results SSD 

Counter Average Min Val Max Val 
% of Processor Time 11.799 9.235 15.624 

Available MB 9541.259 9533.333 9545.333 
Free System page table entries 22346941.333 22346937.333 22346937.333 

Transition Page repurposed/sec 0.000 0.000 0.000 

Non Paged Bytes 44031817.956 42876928.000 44564480.000 
Paged Bytes 37097358.223 36962304.000 38360405.333 

Database page fault stalls/sec 1.167 0.000 4.712 

 
SSD need lesser power compare than HDD.  Also 

as SSD generate lesser heat compare than HDD, 
because of no motor mechanism, so it is reducing the 
power cost indirectly for cooling needs in IT 
infrastructure. Similar way the less number of SSDs 
giving better performance compare with more number 
of HDDs. In this case it is not only the direct power 
saving and indirect cooling costs, Also it is saving more 
power because of giving better performance in a short 
time period for read and write access. 
 

a) Power performance based on actions 
Following table explains the time taken for each action 
using SSD and HDD on PC with Win7 operating 
system. Performance progress will differ hooked on 
system formation, weight on the system through boot, 
request and data individualities and a user’s workflow. 
 

Table 7: Result of performance to given action. 

Actions/Drives 
SSD 

in Secs 
HDD 

in Secs 

BOOT 13 22 

Application install 10 24 

data load 6 13 

Application startup 2.5 6 

shutdown 4 6.5 

Total 35.5 71.5 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Chart 1: Result of Performance to given actions. 
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b) Power performance based on IOPS 
To demonstrate the significance of this, beside with 

the value of high random read IOPS, we can 
prototypical the power savings of the SDDs vs. 
enterprise class 15K RPM HDD. Below is an example 
where an application needs 248865 IOPS. From table 2, 
The Enterprise Class HDD 2600 IOPS per Drive and the 
equivalent drives for the given IOPS are 248865/2600 = 
95 drives. SSD 16,300 IOPS per Drive and the 
equivalent drives for the given IOPS are 248865/16300 
= 15 drives 

At an estimated 15 watts power,  
a) An HDD devours 130 kWh per year. This 

costs $19.50 per drive per year (assuming 
$0.15 / kWh).  

b) A SSD draws only 2.5 watts of power and 
consumes just 22 kWh per year. This cost is 
$3.30 per drive per year. 

Total HDD Energy Cost per year is $1852.50 
[95 drive x 19.50] 

Total SSD Energy Cost per year is $49.50 [15 
drive x 3.3] 

Therefore the Power saving per year using 
SSD is $1803. Just it is for single application which 
needs 248865 IOPS.  
 
Conclusion 

SSDs are speedily emerging with concert that 
previously covers hard disk drives in many 
characteristics. Each age group of SSDs tends to get 
deeper and wilder. Results to SSD limitations, as well as 
reduced random write concert, are as a final point 
coming to market. Collected, these indemnify a growth 
in acceptance of SSD storage solutions in concert 
precarious enterprise servers. 
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